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Small non-foldable
Immedia 2Move Small can be used when the 
user is partly dependent with either upper or 
lower body weakness. 

Large non-foldable
2Move large non-foldable is similar to the 
Large foldable, but is rigid - can not be folded.

Large foldable
Immedia 2Move Large foldable can be used 
for all horizontal transfers and is easy to 
transport and store since it is foldable.

X-Large foldable
X-Large foldable is a wider option to the large 
transfer board and can be used for either 
wider transfers or for large or heavy users.

Options

Immedia 2 Move Large foldable

Immedia | a part of Etac

Immedia 2Move
Transfer board for horizontal transfer

Immedia 2Move
The transfer board Immedia 2Move is used to bridge 
the gap between two horizontal surfaces and alters the 
height difference if needed. The transfer board is used 
for horizontal transfer between beds, bed to shower 
trolley, bed to X-ray table, stretcher to bed, etc. 

2Move is easy to transport and store due to it's low 
weight of only 1,5 kg and since it is foldable. 
The handles facilitate carrying and make it easy to hang 
up the transfer board. 

The foam material is comfortable for the user to be 
transferred on and the surface is easy to clean and 
disinfect according to general standards. 

2Move is always used in combination with a low friction 
cover (accessory) which slides around the board, 
minimising friction and facilitating the transfer.

Intended Use
•   Bridges the gap when transferring between two supine positions
•   Transfer between beds
•   Transfer between bed and shower trolley
•   Transfer between bed and stretcher, X-ray table, operating table
•  Can be used in X-ray and scanners
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Immedia 2Move Measure Item no.
Small Non foldable 500 x 950 mm IM8050095
Small set Non foldable incl IM8050095 + IM4047 IM4319
Large Non foldable 500 x 1900 mm IM8150190
Large set Non foldable incl IM8150190 + IM4048 IM4320
Large Foldable 500 x 1900 mm IM8050190
Large set Foldable incl IM8050190 + IM4048 IM4318
Extra large Foldable 700 x 1900 mm IM8070190
Extra large set Foldable incl IM8070190 + IM4049 IM4321

Accessories Item no.
Cover - Small Nylon 515 x 790 mm IM4047
Cover - Large Nylon 515 x 1610 mm IM4048
Cover - Extra large Nylon 715 x 1610 mm IM4049
Cover - Small Disposable 600 x 1000 mm IM4035
Cover - Large Disposable 600 x 2100 mm IM4034
Cover - Extra large Disposable 800 x 2100 mm IM4036
Wall display IM4041

Material
Board: Plastazote

Weight
1,5 kg.

Maximum user weight
150-300 kg*

 
*depend on the distance between the horizontal beds

Washing instructions transfer board and display

Clean the product with a solvent-free cleaning agent with a pH level between 5–9, or with 
a 70% disinfectant solution.

 
Washing instructions nylon cover 

80°

Wash as instructions. Do not use fabric softener or bleach
 

Accessories
Immedia 2Move nylon cover 
Immedia 2 Move cover is a low friction cover 
which slides around the board. It minimises 
friction and facilitates the transfer.  
The cover is available in three sizes. 
Material: Waterproof PU-nylon

Immedia 2Move Display
The wall display assures the accessibility of 
the transfer board and has a dispenser for 
the disposable cover.

Immedia 2Move Disposable cover
The cover is available in three sizes.
Small: 100 pcs/roll
Large: 40 pcs/roll
Extra large 40 pcs/roll
Material: PE-LD

1.  Place the Immedia 2Move halfway under 
the users body. Place the user's head and 
feet on the Immedia 2Move.

Tutorial - how to transfer a user from a bed to a stretcher 

2.  Place the two horizontal surfaces close to 
each other. One caregiver tilts and pushes 
the user towards the Immedia 2Move. A 
second caregiver pulls the user towards 
the stretcher.

3.  When the transfer is complete, remove the 
Immedia 2Move.
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Etac is a world-leading developer and provider of ergonomic assistive devices 
and patient handling equipment. Our heart lies in the solutions that optimise 

quality of life for the individual, their family and caregivers.

For the latest news and continuously updated  
product information – visit: www.etac.com

Etac AB
Etac Immedia
Egeskovvej 12
DK-8700 Horsens
info@etacimmedia.com 
www.etac.com


